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Influence of the transmission channel is estimated by induced signal attenuation in adjacent channel. 
It is suggested to estimate induced signal by its carrier capacity in adjacent channel using Shannon’s equation 
and minimal carrier capacity criterion by Shannon limit.

Let us consider a Gaussian channel with maximal carrier capacity C (bit/sec). High fidelity notably the 
degree of conformity of a received message to a sent one is guaranteed in this type of channel. High fidelity 
depends on channel bandwidth as well as on signal power – noise power ratio. Meanwhile, signal bandwidth 
should be less than channel bandwidth and signal power – noise power ratio should be maximal. For instance 
that ratio should not be less than 20 dB for speech signal.

Signals with spectrum spreading are used for greater data transmission speed securing. Signals of that 
type have a set of advantages [2]:

- enhanced interference immunity;
- energy hiding;
- possibility of signal code division support for multistation access;
- ability to withstand intentional interference;
- enhanced carrier capacity.
Carrier capacity defined by Shannon’s equation may serve as impact of the transmission channel on 

adjacent channel assessment criterion [1]:

C = Wc log2 (1+S/N). (1)

As follows from equation (1), carrier capacity of a Gaussian channel C (bit/sec) is defined by signal 
bandwidth Wc (Hz), signal power S (watt) – average noise power N (watt) ratio. Signal is limited by signal 
bandwidth Wc.

Detected noise power is proportional to bandwidth Wc and noise power spectral density N0:

N = N0W. (2)
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Substituting (2) in (1) we obtain:

C/Wc =  log2 (1+S/N0W). (3)

Bit energy Eb – noise power spectral density N0 ratio is examined in [1]:

Eb/N0 = SWc/NR, (4)

where R is a bit rate.
If the carrier capacity of the channel is equal to the bit rate (R=C) then the equation (4) takes on form: 

S/N0C = Eb/N0. (5)

Then the equation (3) is transformed:

C/Wc =  log2 (1+Eb/N0·C/Wc), (6)
2C/Wc = 1+Eb/N0·C/Wc,

Eb/N0 = Wc/C(2C/Wc – 1) (7)

Relation of Eb/N0 and normalized channel bandwidth is shown in Figure 1.

Substituting x = Eb/N0 (C/Wc) in (6) we obtain:
C/Wc = xlog2(1+x)1/x
1 = Eb/N0log2(1+x)1/x
If C/Wc is close to 0 then
Eb/N0 = 1/log2e = 0,693
It is impossible to make an error-free data transmission on no speed if innermost limit Eb/N0 = – 1,6 dB.
For the reason of the equation (1) carrier capacity in adjacent channel should be minimal. Minimal carrier 

capacity in such a channel is ensured by the conditions when signal bandwidth exceeds channel bandwidth and 
signal power – noise power ratio is minimal.

As follows from equation (1), the replacement of the signal power – noise power ratio by a carrier capacity 
of the channel is possible. In such conditions Gaussian channel can run even when noise power considerably
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Fig. 1. Relation of Eb/N0 and normalized channel bandwidth

(8)

Let us compute boundary value Eb/N0 with the help of relation (8):
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exceeds signal power. Under given fidelity it is possible to guarantee reliable information interchange subject to 
its hiding requirements.

Widespread adoption of digital technology as compared with analog technology offers a number of 
advantages [2]:

- increase of quality and quantity of transferred information;
- complete automation of technique both individual units and system in whole;
- application of new formats of information processing;
- creation of systems with conventional access and feedback channels.
One of the requirements for the digital data transfer channel is high reliability, which is characterized by 

error probability per data bit. Error probability should be minimal, about 10–6...10–8.
For example let us consider a channel with phase modulation. Output error probability of demodulator for 

antipodal phase modulated signals with coherent reception can be found [4]:

Pош = Q(√(2REc/N0)), (9)

where Eb/N0  = h02 = PcT/N0 – signal-noise ratio; Pc – average signal power; T – symbol duration; N0 – spectral- 
noise density; R – code rate.

Q(t) = 1/√(2π)∫xexp(–t2/2)dt. (10)

Output error probability of demodulation for antipodal phase modulated signals with optimal noncoherent 
reception can be found:

Pош = 0,5exp(–0,5REc/N0). (11)

Minimal symbol energy – spectral-noise density ratio should match the equation [3]:

Ec/N0 > 1/2R(2 2R – 1). (12)

Equation (12) defines the relation of Shannon limit (minimal signal-noise ratio) and encoding rate R. 
The formula for the binary channel with antipodal signal looks like:

h02 = f(R), (13)

where h02 = Eb/N0, R = k/n, k – input number of symbols (entry of encoder), n – output number of symbols (output 
of encoder) (k < n).

The carrier capacity in the adjacent channel should be minimal and should be defined by Shannon limit 
for phase-shift keyed signal subject to error probability.

Energy benefit Z is a coding gain indicator for information channel (Fig. 2) [4]. Energy benefit can be 
found as a difference between signal-noise ratios for encode and decode transmission.

Fig. 2. Signal-noise ratio – error probability relation

As data transmission with minimal error probability is possible only if V < С (V – data flow rate coming 
to the entry of encoder (V = 2WcR)), formula (1) takes on form [4]:

2WcR < Wclog2(1+S/WN0); (14)

2WcR < Wclog2(1+2REb/N0). (15)

Inequality (16) defines the relation of minimal signal-noise ratio and encoding rate [4].

Eb/N0 > 1/2R(2 2R – 1). (16)
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Degree of approximation of data signals characteristics and Shannon limit reflects coding gain. Shannon 
limit defines minimal signal-noise ratio for fixed encoding rate.

Summary: It is suggested to estimate carrier capacity of Gaussian channel using Shannon's equation. 
Shannon limit determines potentially reachable signal-noise ratio for fixed encoding rate. You also can judge quality 
of signal encoding (using any code) by Degree of approximation of data signals characteristics and Shannon limit.
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